
STRATEGIES FOR WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

As a researcher and a teacher at a large pre-K independent school, I have come to realize that teaching writing is
analogous to physical training: There is.

Ramsay also found while working in Jamaica , that students who were unable to compose in their first
language either because of academic deficiencies or because the language did not have a written language had
difficulties composing in their second language using WAC practices. Harper began by explaining the purpose
of the lesson and the importance of creating a mathematical investigation plan to guide their work. Today
many teachers and those who came before us have done incredible work to create innovative projects that
allow students to demonstrate learning using different media think video, podcasts, book talks, PechaKucha ,
but they all have a basis in written communication. They also engage students in writing conferences and
encourage peer reviews of written products e. These consultations began with a focus on the qualities and
characteristics faculty felt that student majors would exhibit if they were strong communicators. We language
arts teachers can start by sharing our writing rubrics with our colleagues in other departments. Common
writing to learn exercises include reading responses, journals, free writing , and multiple forms of
collaborative writing. These courses show their students how to write in their respective disciplines and how
to communicate in those disciplines as well. Figure 3. Writing instruction, however, remains primarily the
domain of the language arts teacher. The WAC director, at most universities, is a tenure-track professor.
Journaling can also be a better alternative to the traditional practice of calling on those students who volunteer
to answer questions during class. Students must use their writing skills to produce pieces that are informative
or explanatory. Without receiving a word of criticism, students see what they need to do to enhance their
writing. Why should that meeting be open only to language arts teachers? What constitutes a good organic
chemistry report may be completely opposite of what a well written literary article constitutes and if a
professor chooses a source that is not an accurate representation of the subject, then that particular segment of
the course will be moot. Martin used text-dependent questions to guide his students' annotations. Providing
students with targeted and timely feedback is essential to their learning and improvement. This means that
WEC essentially challenges the normal standards of writing and the way it is frequently taught. Morton to plan
subsequent instruction, likely as part of the literacy block, to help Mutawali produce academic writing. What
are some examples of things here in the school that we could multiply to a million? In doing so, Mr.


